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Introduction 
 
With the growth of access to high speed Internet connections over the last decade, reduced costs to 
produce and host online video content, and a web population becoming more accustomed to seeing 
video as part of the everyday online experience, it’s of little wonder online retailers are increasingly 
turning to web video to help sell their products.  Yet despite the growth of video adoption among 
online retailers, few merchants understand how to create effective e-commerce video content.  Too 
many otherwise well-oiled e-commerce organizations stumble mightily when it comes to video, 
choosing to rely on trial and error and random experimentation instead of well-defined processes 
and best practices.  Left unchecked, such approaches can cause e-commerce organizations 
significant financial harm and create poor ROI for the video commerce program, jeopardizing the 
long term success of video commerce at the company.  This whitepaper will help you avoid costly 
mistakes and fast-track your video commerce program to success by highlighting the ins and outs of 
conceiving, producing, and deploying e-commerce video that gets the results you want. 

The Purpose of ECommerce Video 
 
Even if you already know why your company uses online video, it’s important to carefully consider 
video’s purpose in the organization because the inherent cross-channel nature of video can create 
organizational conflict and obstacles that get in the way of the program’s long-term success.   

Some retailers view video as an entertainment medium.  Others see it as a social media tool.  While 
e-commerce video may both entertain and provide a valuable service for customers, within the 
context of e-commerce, video needs to be thought of primarily as a sales tool.  If you do not believe 
the primary purpose of video in e-commerce is to sell more products, this whitepaper is not written 
for you.  There are plenty of resources available on the Internet to help video producers create more 
entertaining or creative video content.  This is not one of them. 

The assertion that video’s role in e-commerce is primarily to serve as a sales generator is not taken 
lightly.  It is made with the idea that video should first and foremost support a retailer’s core business 
of selling products and services.  In the world of e-commerce retailing, video is not a potential new 
source of revenue by itself, as would be the case with a professional video production company that 
licenses its video content to TV networks or ad agencies, or TV networks that that sell ads against 
video content. 

Retailers that deviate too far from using video as a sales tool must be prepared to make substantial 
long term investments or embark on initiatives with highly uncertain ROI outcomes.  This whitepaper 
is written with the implicit understanding that you have neither the luxury of limitless discretionary 
budgets to spend on experimental activities, or an unlimited time horizon afforded to you before 
video results must be proven.  In short, this whitepaper is designed to show you how to generate the 
most revenue possible with video now by bolstering your company’s core business of selling 
products online. 
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The Fogg Behavior Model: A Conceptual Framework for Creating E
Commerce Videos that Sell 
 

In order to create video content that sells, it is helpful to utilize a conceptual framework for video 
content creation to guide your efforts.  Since no two products are alike, having a framework to 
refer to as you create video content will also help your organization more easily scale video 
production and sourcing efforts across a wider range of products.  Using a conceptual 
framework can also help reduce infighting and uncertainty over whether a particular video will 
“work” since the framework itself provides an emotionally detached method for creating 
persuasive video content. 

The Fogg Behavior Model was created by BJ Fogg, Director of Stanford University’s Persuasive 
Technology Lab.  He is also the author of a groundbreaking research paper published in April 
2009 entitled, “A Behavior Model for Persuasive Design”1 and maintains up-to-date information 
on the model at http://www.behaviormodel.org.  When applied to e-commerce video, The Fogg 
Behavior Model provides insight into what makes video sell.  Online retailers that understand 
the model are better able to increase the motivation of their shoppers to buy, which can lead to 
desirable outcomes such as higher product page conversion rates, higher average order values, 
and lower product return rates.  The model teaches us that when persuasive e-commerce video 
content is coupled with an understanding of shoppers’ ability to complete a transaction and 
includes a “trigger” to initiate the transaction, the medium can become remarkably powerful as a 
selling tool.  Without such an understanding, product videos might be distractions to shoppers – 
or worse – actually harm site conversion rates. 

                                                            
1
 A Behavior Model for Persuasive Design, BJ Fogg, Ph.D. Persuasive Technology Lab, Stanford University (captology.stanford.edu) 
bjfogg@stanford.edu, Persuasive’09, April 26‐29, Claremont, California, USA.  Copyright © 2009 ACM ISBN 978‐1‐60558‐376‐1/09/04 
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Components of the Fogg Behavior Model 
 

The Fogg Behavior Model is comprised of three principal elements online retailers will need to 
become familiar with in order to exploit the potential of persuasive video.  Collectively, they are 
motivation, ability, and triggers. The model states that for a purchase to happen, a shopper must 
have both sufficient motivation and sufficient ability to transact.  An effective “trigger” is used to 
prompt the shopper to initiate the transaction.  

All three factors (motivation, ability, and trigger) must be present at the same instant for the 
shopper to take action.   The job of e-commerce merchants using video is to increase both the 
motivation and ability of shoppers to transact through persuasive video content, then to present 
a purchase trigger at precisely the right moment within the video to get the shopper to buy.  

 

The axes in the Fogg Behavior Model applied to e-commerce video represent a shopper’s degree of motivation (y) and ability to 
complete the purchase (x).  Persuasive e-commerce video content both increases the motivation of a shopper to buy while making it 
easier for the shopper to complete a purchase by simplifying the purchase decision.  The most effective e-commerce videos contain 

“triggers” that are shown or spoken when the shopper is the most motivated and able to purchase. 
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Creating Videos that Compel Shoppers to Buy: Understanding Motivation 
 

For years, direct marketers have created persuasive video content to get shoppers to purchase 
products over television.  Whether one thinks of a direct response television spot (think: 
“ShamWow” or “Oxi Clean”) or direct response television a la QVC or HSN, thousands of 
organizations have invested billions of dollars into figuring out what makes some video sell while 
other video flops.   

To get video viewers to buy, retailers need to first consider the motivations driving shoppers to 
purchase their products.  Most products (no matter how small or seemingly trivial) are 
purchased because a Core Human Motivator is acting on the shopper.  Core Human Motivators, 
as described by the Fogg Behavior Model, are a series of fundamental motivating forces that act 
on humans.  Some product purchases occur as a result of several Core Human Motivators 
acting on the shopper at once.  The table below illustrates the six core motivators and example 
products commonly purchased as a result of the motivator.  When preparing to create a product 
video, first take note of the motivators likely addressed by the product. 

Core Human Motivator Example Products/Services 
Seek Pleasure Vacations, food, discretionary & luxury purchases 
Avoid Pain Printer ink, plumbing services, new computer 
Hope Dating services, investments 
Fear Lawyers, warranties, insurance 
Social Acceptance/Rejection Apparel, jewelry, automobiles, gym membership 
 

Core Human Motivators 
 
Seek Pleasure / Avoid Pain 

According to BJ Fogg, these motivators are different from the others because they are 
immediate, or nearly so. There’s little thinking or anticipating. Shoppers are responding to 
what’s happening in the moment. For example, if a shopper’s printer runs out of ink and he 
needs to print out a large school paper the next day, the shopper is in pain and needs to resolve 
that pain through a purchase.   

Pleasure and pain can be powerful motivators.  They are often intermingled with the other 
motivators. When producing video to boost levels of motivation, retailers can look at how 
pleasure and pain can be embodied to create more compelling content. 

Hope / Fear 

Hope and fear are characterized by anticipation of an outcome. Hope is the anticipation of 
something good happening. Fear is the anticipation of something bad, often the anticipation of 
loss.  
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Costco’s video featuring the ioSafe Disaster Proof Hard Drive plays on the core human motivator of Fear: fear of losing valuable 
data.  Stunning visuals of the product placed in a fire and submerged underwater reassure the buyer that painful consequences 

could be avoided if the shopper owned the product. 

Social Acceptance / Rejection 

These dimensions control much of our shopping behavior, from the clothes we wear to the cars 
we drive. People are clearly motivated to do things that win them social acceptance. Perhaps 
even more dramatically, people are motivated to avoid being socially rejected. Our society is 
awash in products designed to help people avoid social rejection and win social acceptance. 

 

Apparel buyers are often motivated by social acceptance and rejection.  Macy’s uses video to “tell” the story of how its apparel 
addresses this motivation. 
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Creating Videos that Compel Shoppers to Buy: Increasing Ability 
 
Once a retailer has thought about what motivators are likely at play for buyers of a product, the 
second step in conceptualizing the product video is to figure out how persuasive video content 
can increase the ability of a shopper to complete a purchase by simplifying the purchase 
decision.   

If adding video to a product description has no potential to simplify the purchase decision, then 
a retailer should strongly consider avoiding the use of video for that product.  On the other hand, 
if a product has a “story” to tell, if the product is sufficiently complex that it might be difficult to 
understand without the use of video, or if a persuasive video can reveal insight into the product 
or an offer with greater impact than a shopper would probably glean by reading the standard 
product description and browsing available product images, then a good candidate for video has 
likely been found.   

Before deciding against using video for a product, think carefully about whether it is possible to 
create a compelling story about the product.  Many retailers don’t realize their own positioning of 
a product and the retailer’s own business practices (shipping practices, return policies, customer 
service benefits, etc) can represent an important part of each product’s story when it comes to 
crafting persuasive video content.  By combining retailer-specific benefits with a product’s own 
inherent attributes, shoppers are better able to differentiate retailer offerings in an e-commerce 
landscape that’s all too often characterized by brutal comparison shopping practices that exert 
downward pressure on product prices. 

 

Buy.com uses product videos to simplify the explanation of complex products, allowing shoppers to “sit back and relax” while the 
product is sold.  The company also frequently films videos that feature both manufacturer reps and Buy.com video talent.  This 

approach to content creation provides Buy.com with access to manufacturer expertise while Buy.com creates exclusive branded 
content that better enable it to sell shoppers on the value of purchasing products at Buy.com. 
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 Simplicity Factors 
 
Retailers that want to make it easier for shoppers to execute purchases can again refer to the 
Fogg Behavior Model.  The model addresses the issue of creating simplicity with elements 
called “Simplicity Factors.”  Online retailers can think of a Simplicity Factor as a key method or 
approach to use within video content to make purchasing an easier decision for the shopper.  
The three Simplicity Factors included in Fogg Behavior Model most relevant to e-commerce 
video include: 

 Time.  Can the retailer save the shopper time by presenting information in a format 
that’s easier to digest? 

 Brain Cycles.  Can the retailer save the shopper from exerting an extra effort that would 
otherwise be required prior to purchasing the product? 

 Non Routine.  Can the retailer incorporate video into purchasing process in a way that 
is intuitive and non-disruptive for the buyer? 

To determine whether video can help simplify a purchase decision, a retailer may first ask some 
of the example questions provided below (you may think of others).  If the answer to any of the 
questions is “yes,” then the product may be a good fit to use with video. 

Simplicity 
Factor 

Is video a fit for the product? 

Time 

 Do shoppers spend a long time on your site trying to decide what to 
purchase, then often leave without buying anything? 

 Do shoppers spend a long time on the product page, then 
inexplicably leave the page without making a purchase?   

 Do shoppers spend time calling your call center with questions about 
the product (or your delivery or service of the product) that could 
have been answered had the shopper read information on your web 
site more carefully? 

Brain Cycles 

 Is the shopper confronted with a wealth of alternative choices that 
could make choosing a product to purchase more difficult? 

 Do shoppers generally have to learn about the product before 
purchasing it? 

 Do shoppers exert a lot of effort comparison shopping for the 
product? 

Non Routine 
 Can shoppers purchase the product in a familiar and easy-to-

understand way if video were to be introduced as part of the product 
presentation? 
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There are three other simplicity factors described by the Fogg Behavior Model.  They include 
money, physical effort, and social deviance.  These simplicity factors are excluded from e-
commerce video because: 

 Simply using video on your site is not going to increase a shopper’s ability to purchase a 
product if the shopper doesn’t have the funds available to complete the transaction. 

 Except perhaps for some instances in the alcohol, narcotics, or adult industries, e-
commerce transactions are generally not considered “socially deviant” and therefore are 
also excluded. 

 Physical effort relates to how physical exertion is required to perform a behavior.  While 
an argument could be made for including this simplicity factor in e-commerce video 
persuasion, it is left out because e-commerce transactions generally do not require 
much physical effort on the part of shoppers. 

Finally, it’s important to remember when thinking about creating simplicity with your videos that 
human beings are fundamentally lazy.  As interactive merchandisers and online marketers, this 
assertion might seem counterintuitive because we generally assume our shoppers are curious, 
engaged, and active – especially at the product detail page level of the purchase funnel.  
However, as consumers, people do not generally watch direct response television (infomercials, 
ads, shop-from-home television) because it is terribly mentally stimulating or because it requires 
a high degree of involvement from us in order to “work.”  Shoppers that watch product videos 
are really no different than these television viewers, even though the viewing context is different.  
We have all been trained to passively consume video content through our many years of 
exposure to television and movies.  Consumers that choose to watch product videos are 
essentially asking a merchant to tell them why they should purchase a product.  It’s not that 
these shoppers are unable to come to their own conclusions by reading all of the rich product 
information available on a retail site and thumbing through images of the product to get better 
visuals.  The reason so many shoppers convert at higher rates after watching product videos is 
because shoppers do not want to figure out why the purchase should be made.  Shoppers 
expect online retailers to know why the shopper should make the purchase, and then tell them 
with video.   
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Creating Videos that Compel Shoppers to Buy: Triggering Action 
 

The last element required in an effective e-commerce video is the “trigger.” An example of a 
trigger in a television infomercial would be when the announcer exclaims, “Call our 1-800 
number now!  Operators are standing by!” and the number flashes on the screen.  In the world 
of e-commerce video, the triggers we generally look for on the product page are “Add to Cart,” 
“Select Quantity/Color/Size, etc.” or “Add to Wish List.” When a shopper takes one of these 
actions, they move one step closer to completing a transaction. 

The use of triggers within product video content might seem obvious, so it’s a little surprising 
online retailers tend to screw them up so badly.  Triggers don’t work well unless you already 
understand both a shopper’s motivation and how to raise the buyer’s ability to purchase by 
simplifying the purchase decision.  Without understanding what motivates your shoppers, or 
how your video content should make the purchase decision easier, your shoppers will not feel 
compelled to take you up on your triggers, leading to underperforming videos.  This is illustrated 
through the updated graph below of the Fogg Behavior Model: 
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In the model, triggers are most effective when the shopper’s motivation and ability are both high.  
If a retailer has not done a sufficient job conveying why the shopper should buy the product, 
then why would the shopper buy the product?  Likewise, if the retailer hasn’t done an adequate 
job of simplifying the purchase decision by making it seem like a “no brainer” or somehow 
reduced the buyer’s confusion, why would the shopper want to complete a purchase?  The most 
effective e-commerce videos show triggers only when the shopper is ready to take action and 
able to take action. 

In general, there are two ways to create triggers within your video content. 

1. Tell the shopper what to do.  Once you have motivated the shopper and are confident 
your presentation has sufficiently raised the shopper’s ability to transact now, tell the 
shopper what the next step is: e.g. “Click on the add to cart button to continue.”   The 
fewer the steps required for the shopper to bite on the trigger, the better. 

2. Display the trigger in your video content.  Interactive video technologies now enable 
retailers to use text overlays, hotspots, or buttons within the video content itself so 
shoppers can add products to the cart without leaving the video.  If you are not using 
interactive video technology, try to make sure the shopper does not have to leave the 
product detail page to view the video. 

 

eBags uses interactive hotspots (clickable video) and text overlays as triggers within its video content at opportune moments to 
get shoppers to take action. 
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Ideas to Action: Producing ECommerce Video that Sells 
 

Retailers that choose to produce videos before taking the time to understand why shoppers buy 
their products are not investing resources wisely.  Without first building an understanding of the 
elements required to create persuasive video content, investing in video commerce is really no 
different than rolling the dice at a Vegas casino.  Take the time to learn about why your 
shoppers buy products first.  Then create video.  

Creating a Conceptual Storyboard 
 
The first step in the production process is to create a “conceptual storyboard” for your video.  A 
conceptual storyboard is simply a way of illustrating the progression of content throughout the 
video itself.  A conceptual storyboard does not outline different product shots, nor does it specify 
the method of production to use.  When creating a conceptual storyboard, you may wish to use 
the following elements of a product video: 

‐ Introduction (product and retailer) 
‐ Product overview/motivator (trigger) 
‐ Product feature 1/motivator (trigger) 
‐ Product feature 2/motivator (trigger) 
‐ Product feature 3/motivator (trigger) 
‐ Retailer value add 1/simplicity factor (trigger) 
‐ Retailer value add 2/simplicity factor (trigger) 
‐ Retailer value add 3/simplicity factor (trigger) 
‐ Closing (trigger) 

 
The number of features or retailer value adds shown or spoken in a product video should not be 
driven by an arbitrary rule set around how long a product video should be.  Rather, the number 
of features and retailer value adds in the video should correspond to how much motivation 
needs to be applied in order to get the product to sell.   
 
More expensive or complicated products often require longer videos simply because these 
types of products generally require more selling effort on the part of the retailer in order to 
sufficiently motivate the shopper to make a purchase decision.  Conversely, simpler products 
that are purchased without much consideration generally do not require lengthy videos.   
 
As with any general rule, exceptions exist.  For example, a low-priced product might be a sales 
volume leader, generate healthy profit margins, and also be subject to extensive comparison 
shopping on or off your site.  A good example of this would be the audio cables commonly sold 
with stereo receivers.  While relatively inexpensive, the cables are generally sold at high profit 
margins and represent volume leaders for consumer electronics chains.  Therefore, a retailer 
offering several cables may choose to use video with the most profitable choice to further drive 
sales of the item while preventing the shopper from “trading down” to less expensive 
alternatives. 
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Conceptual Storyboard Case Study: PetZen DogTread 
 
To start, we will take a real product and first examine its motivators.  Then, we will examine how 
to make the purchase decision easier for the buyer.  With this information, our example retailer 
will create a conceptual storyboard.  The product example is the “PetZen DogTread.”  It is an 
exercise treadmill for dogs that costs $500.  

 

Looking back at the Fogg Behavior Model used to identify the elements of a persuasive video, 
the example retailer first asks, “What Core Human Motivators does this product address?”   

Often it is possible to make educated guesses about what motivates shoppers to buy simply 
because of a product’s nature.  At other times the motivations of shoppers may not be as 
obvious.  If you find it is difficult to identify the reason a shopper would buy a product, you may 
wish to check the manufacturer’s web site, or ask a buyer on your team or someone else at your 
company who is more familiar with the product.  If all else fails, make an educated guess based 
on your knowledge.  Finally, consider carefully why the shopper should buy the product from 
your store.  Retailers offer a variety of benefits that can address Core Human Motivators.  Some 
examples of retailer products that address buying motivators would include: 

‐ Optional product service plans or extended product warranties 
‐ Strong post-sale customer service 
‐ Advanced product tracking during shipment 
‐ A simple checkout process 
‐ Bill Me Later™ or other alternative payment options 
‐ Guaranteed security of credit card information during checkout 
‐ Knowledgeable sales staff 
‐ Strong product knowledge 
‐ In-store pickup 
‐ Good selection of complementary products 

 
If a product is heavily comparison shopped, consider weighing the retailer benefits over the 
product benefits in your video so the buyer is better able to understand why he needs to make 
the purchase from your site, rather than simply use your investment in video as a research tool 
before buying on another web site. 
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A quick check reveals DogTread buyers tend to fall into one of two groups:  

 Elderly shoppers who own and love their dog but lack the mobility required to exercise it  

 Busy professionals who own a dog and feel guilty they are not home often enough to 
walk it 

Motivators: 

1) In both cases, shoppers who buy this product are in pain.   Both shoppers love their 
dogs but neither shopper is able to give their faithful companion the exercise it needs.  
The DogTread can help the buyer avoid pain by providing a solution that will allow the 
dog to exercise even though the owner is not able to exercise the dog on his own.   

2) The DogTread is a novel product.  Most people have never seen a dog treadmill before.  
Shoppers looking at this product are likely to be skeptical.  Shoppers probably hope the 
product will work, but may fear it does not live up to its promise. 

3) Finally, buyers may face social rejection after purchasing this product.  The DogTread 
could generate strong reactions from those who see it in action.  Avoiding social 
rejection can be a very powerful motivator so the retailer wants to be sure it is addressed 
in the product video. 

After motivation is sufficiently understood, the retailer then asks, “How can we make the 
purchase decision easier for the shopper?”   

Simplicity/Ability: 

The retailer realizes five-hundred dollars is a lot to spend on a relatively unusual product like the 
DogTread.  Plus, some shoppers may not have the funds available to purchase the product, or 
are worried about adding a $500 charge to their credit card bill, especially in a bad economy 
where job security remains shaky.  Last, at $500 it is likely the buyer will comparison shop the 
DogTread at several online retailers before buying the product.   

The retailer has studied the Fogg Behavior Model and understands he is dealing with a product 
that is going to require a lot of motivation on the part of the buyer to purchase.  Armed with this 
knowledge, the retailer creates a conceptual storyboard: 

‐ Introduction (product and retailer) (fast) 
‐ Product Overview (fast) 
‐ Motivator 1 (elderly person describes product benefits) (avoid pain) (trigger) 
‐ Feature 1 (rugged design of treadmill belt makes product last a long time) (reduce fear) 

(trigger) 
‐ Motivator 2 (busy professional describes product benefits) (avoid pain) (trigger) 
‐ Feature 2 (stylish design admired by owner’s friends) (social acceptance) (trigger) 
‐ Feature 3 (quality construction with a 1 year manufacturer warranty (reduce fear) 

(trigger) 
‐ Retailer value add 1 (Bill Me Later™ payment option) (simplicity) (trigger) 
‐ Retailer value add 2 (generous retailer return policy) (simplicity) (trigger) 
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‐ Retailer value add 3 (Customers that bought the product from the retailer rated it five 
stars) (reduce fear, simplicity)(trigger) 

‐ Retailer value add 4 (complementary products for sale – cross-sell) (simplicity)(trigger) 
‐ Retailer value add 5 (generous shipping offer on products over $250) (simplicity)(trigger) 
‐ Closing (tells the shopper how to add the product to cart) (trigger) 

 

Note at this point the retailer only has developed a general sequence for the video.  Specific 
shots in the video will be dictated by the production approach and video storyboard. 

 

Choosing a Video Production Method 
 
After the conceptual storyboard is created, it is time to choose the method of video production.  
One of the reasons video adoption has increased rapidly among online retailers is because the 
cost to produce video content has fallen so dramatically in recent years.  The rise of YouTube 
illustrates how anyone with access to a digital camcorder, webcam, or multimedia phone now 
has the capability to produce video content and distribute it online. Additionally, several 
technologies have emerged in recent years to help retailers simplify the process of producing or 
acquiring product videos while allowing retailers to take advantage of lower production costs.  

Products such as TalkMarket automate much of a traditional filming process while enabling 
retailers to create HSN or QVC-style product video at lower cost than traditional video 
production methods.  SundaySky is an example of a technology that creates “slideshow videos” 
using product imagery and metadata from a retailer’s web site (price, rating, name, description, 
etc), then layers the metadata in a visually appealing way to a soundtrack, and finally adds a 
voiceover to create a finished product video.  Last, retailers are discovering a growing universe 
of product videos available through product manufacturers or elsewhere over the Internet.  In 
some cases, retailers are completely bypassing video production and its associated expense 
when sourcing product video content. 

This whitepaper is not intended to endorse one method of video production over another, but 
the choice of video production method can have a significant impact on the cost structure 
behind a retailer’s video commerce program efforts and will also significantly impact the video 
production process itself. Some retailers may find that certain products are not “worth” the 
investment of higher quality video production approaches, while other products can easily justify 
the added investment of more traditional production approaches and incremental value 
generated by those methods.  The table on the next page illustrates how production method 
choice can impact cost, quality, speed, and design flexibility. 
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Production 
Method 

Cost Per Video 
Quality Per 

Video 
Speed Per 

Video 
Design 

Flexibility 
Acquired Video 
(Manufacturer 
Video, UGC, 
Curated Product 
Videos on 
YouTube) 

Free (Usually) Varies Fastest Low to None 

Auto-Video  
(e.g. SundaySky, 
Stupeflix) 

Lowest Low Fastest Low 

Automated 
Traditional Video 
Production  
(e.g. TalkMarket) 

Low High Fast Medium 

Traditional Self 
Production 

Varies Varies Varies Highest 

 

Of all the methods available to online retailers, a traditional method of producing video content 
is most often the one labeled as having the “highest cost” but in reality the cost of traditional 
filming depends almost entirely on a retailer’s current video capabilities, the need for design 
flexibility in production and post-production, how streamlined the retailer’s production process is, 
and the nature of the products being filmed.   

For example, a jewelry retailer may be able to film 50 products in a single day simply by placing 
various pieces of jewelry on a turn style, cutting from one product to another quickly, and adding 
music and voiceovers later in a condensed post-production process.  To illustrate another 
example, apparel retailers may need to use human models during production to showcase 
products effectively and effectively address the motivators of social acceptance and rejection, 
which can add time and expense to the process.  Regardless of your company’s situation, if 
your organization chooses to self-produce video content, streamlining the production process 
needs to be a primary motivating goal of the program if the company intends to launch video 
commerce at scale. When it comes to building out video commerce at scale, automation trumps 
creativity more often than not. 
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Ice.com achieved consistent conversion rate increases of 40% on-site with a scalable approach to self-producing video content. 

 

Most retail organizations will need to consider the cost of video production carefully prior to 
selecting a production method.  In general, self-producing video content will cost between $50 
per video at the low end to $2,500 per video at the high end, depending on the type of product 
sold, the need for design flexibility, degree of post-production work required, and ability.  Many 
retailers produce videos at a cost of $100 - $500 per video. Because any method of self-
production presents an incremental cost, and because not all products sell at the same rate, 
cost the same, or are “on the shelf” the same amount of time, a best practice is to focus on 
applying video production resources on the highest revenue products from a profitability point-
of-view first.  The highest grossing products will also generally represent better candidates for 
more expensive production techniques that allow greater creative freedom, because the 
revenue generated for these products is more substantial and provides a faster path to ROI.  
Slow-selling, low margin products, especially where the need to create high quality content is 
diminished, may be better candidates for auto-video. 
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The Video Commerce Consortium developed a vendor-neutral product video ROI calculator 
retailers can use to estimate the ROI from product videos, available at http://video-
commerce.org/2009/04/new-product-video-roi-calculator/.  Users can plug in all the values 
needed to complete an ROI analysis on a per-video basis, including: 
 

‐ The expected cost of video production 
‐ The expected lift in conversion rate at the product level 
‐ The current conversion rate of the product 
‐ The price of the product 
‐ The current margin % of the product 
‐ The number of product views each month 

 
Using the retailer’s inputs, the calculator will then provide the following useful information: 

 
‐ The number of product units that must be sold in order to break even on production cost 
‐ The expected amount of time that will pass before the breakeven point is reached 
‐ The expected new profit (in dollars) resulting from the use of video for the product 
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Selecting the Right Equipment 
 
Depending on the level of quality your organization demands from its video content, many 
retailers do not need much equipment at all to get started.  In fact, a consumer grade camcorder 
and rudimentary knowledge of Windows Movie Maker (a 10 minute study) are all any retailer 
really “needs” to create a product video.  This is worth pondering closely as many retailers who 
are making the fastest progress with online video today have chosen to adopt simpler 
production processes that require less specialized video production skills – at least at the outset 
of their video commerce programs.   

Additionally, there is still no broadly accepted argument in the industry that can clearly correlate 
the level of production quality of product videos and the results obtained through the use of 
those videos.  One might expect that higher quality videos tend to produce better results, and 
some retailers do experience this, but other retailers find no difference, or even a reverse result.  
In short, it is still too early to state any conclusive findings about how quality impacts results in 
any kind of a broad sense.  However, in order to produce the highest quality content [from 
indoor shooting], you may decide to invest in: 

‐ Professional or “prosumer” grade camera and tripod 
‐ Wireless lavalier mics for on-screen talent 
‐ Audio mixer, for adjusting different audio inputs in a video (video editing software also 

usually offers some mixing capabilities) 
‐ Professional white dropscreen for product shots 
‐ Professional video lights/scrums 
‐ Umbrella light (softens light) 
‐ Premium computer for post-production work and editing 
‐ Turnstyles, mannequins, or other props to aid in video shoots 
‐ Adobe Premiere Pro (commonly used by professional videographers for video editing) 

 

Zappos creates thousands of product videos by sticking to a straightforward production style that places a premium on authenticity 
and personality rather than expensive filming techniques or elaborate post-production work. 
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Filming and PostProduction 
 
There is no one “right” way to film a product video, though applying the ideas in the Fogg 
Behavior Model to your filming process can help improve the performance of your videos 
generally.  The goal of filming a product video should be the same regardless of the specific 
filming technique used: to motivate a shopper to take action and purchase the product.  To 
begin, consider the following types of shots commonly found in product videos: 

‐ Product shot (multiple angles) 
‐ Action shot (product being used) 
‐ Talking head shot (on camera talent speaks about the product) 
‐ Customer ratings and reviews 
‐ Retailer value prop shots 

 

The simplest product videos involve a single shot only and generally require little to no work in 
post-production because all of the audio and video is recorded from a single live take.  Some of 
OnlineShoes.com’s first videos were produced using this method: 

 

 
Stitching audio into a video during post-production is generally considered a straightforward 
process.  Adobe Premiere CS4 uses a timeline-based interface users can work within to 
sequence the playback of audio files and video clips to produce a complete product video, for 
example. 
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For the simplest product videos involving multiple shots, talking heads are generally not shown 
on camera because when a person is on camera talking, the options for showing multiple video 
clips in sequence can require some additional work in post-production (though this is not 
necessarily complex).  The simplest method of producing a product video with multiple shots is 
simply to stitch together several shots using an editing program like Adobe Premiere with no 
audio, then add in two audio tracks in post-production (one for background music and another 
for an unscripted voiceover). 

Windows Movie Maker uses a video storyboard as opposed to a timeline-based interface for 
stitching together multiple shots.  To stitch together multiple shots using Windows Movie Maker, 
simply drag video shots into the appropriate storyboard sequence and then publish the project 
to produce a single output file: 
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Common Video Production and Editing Questions: 

Q: Should we create an X-second product video or an X-minute product video?   

A: Most product videos are between thirty seconds in length and five minutes in length.  More 
complex products, considered purchases and products that “tell” an unusual story may require 
longer videos.  In general, it is more important to sufficiently motivate the shopper to purchase 
by addressing the core motivators, and simplify the purchase decision for the shopper by 
handling the shopper’s likely objections to making the purchase in your video than it is to make 
all videos the same length.  If you do not know what motivates a shopper to purchase a product, 
you are not ready to shoot a video for the product. 

Q: Should we use professional staff or in-house employees?   

A: Starting out, it can be less expensive to use in-house talent.  Some people do well on camera 
and others do not.  Avoid the natural inclination to be diplomatic or politically correct in choosing 
your talent and instead concentrate on honing the skills of those individuals that perform the 
best on camera. When it comes to hiring videographers, many retailers convert existing 
creative/photo staff over to video before hiring professionals.  Staff with no prior experience in 
creative arts may have a more difficult time transitioning into video production roles.  Creative 
staff may also resist the natural urge to be “creative” with product videos.  To deploy video 
commerce at scale, automation trumps creativity.  Make sure your creative staff are on board 
with this mindset or you could run into problems. 

Q: Should we use artificial slideshow content or real video?   

A: Your choice of production method depends on several factors, including the cost to produce 
the content, past results with the production method, your company’s need to represent itself a 
certain way in the market, speed of the chosen production method, and the need for 
design/creative flexibility.  You may find auto-video does well for some products while true video 
production does well for other products.  If there is no aesthetic preference toward one method, 
an A/B test can help pick a winner. 

Q: Should we use a voiceover or a talking head for audio? 

A: It depends entirely on your production preference.  Talking head videos requiring only a 
single take often require little to no post-production work, speeding delivery of the final product 
video.  It may be possible to get better quality for slightly more production work to stitch together 
multiple shots and add in audio later. 

Q: What editing software should we use? 

A: It depends on your staff’s level of experience and need for control.  For experienced video 
professionals (and even some amateurs), Adobe’s Premiere represents a popular choice.  For 
stitching together multiple shots in succession, Windows Movie Maker can be used by almost 
anyone with little to no training required. Solutions like TalkMarket mostly automate the editing 
process for the retailer, reducing the need for complex editing software. 
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Q: How do we know if our content is working? 

A: It is important to measure both the conversion rate of product pages where you are featuring 
video content and to look at what specifically within your video content is interesting (and 
uninteresting) to your viewers.  Some web analytics packages (such as Omniture’s SiteCatalyst 
and Google Analytics) provide basic tools for measuring video engagement.  Your video 
platform may also include such tools. 

 

Measure both the conversion rate of pages where you are featuring video as well as the engagement metrics for your product 
videos to determine what content is most appealing to your shoppers. 

 

Q: Should we use Flash, Silverlight, Windows Media, or some other format for our 
videos? 

A: As of October 2009, Flash is supported on over 99% of Internet-connected computers in the 
United States and over 98% of Internet-connected computers worldwide.  Silverlight is 
supported on roughly 35% of Internet-connected computers. 
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Placing Videos on Product Pages for Maximum Results 
 
It would seem a shame to invest so much time, energy, and cost into video production only to 
have video performance flounder because of merchandising decisions that relegate a video’s 
presence on the product detail page to little more than a footnote.  Still, this is precisely what 
most online retailers do after they exert untold energies in video planning and production.  In 
October 2009, video commerce solutions provider Liveclicker conducted a study across ~13 
million product page views to analyze the performance of video on the product detail page.  The 
results of the study highlight some important findings online retailers will want to take note of 
when considering how to implement video on their web site.   

Among the findings: 

‐ Featuring a video player or thumbnail of video content with a “play” button overlaid 
averaged a view rate of 11.8%, with the video featured prominently as a secondary 
element on the product detail page. 

‐ Featuring thumbnails of video content without a “play” button overlaid on the thumbnail 
averaged a 3.2% view rate, even when video was featured as a strong secondary 
element. 

‐ Featuring a link or icon to view video underneath the product hero image (essentially 
featuring video as a standard visualization tool e.g. zoom/rotate) averaged view rates of 
only 1.3% 

‐ Utilizing video as the default product view was not measured in the study, though if it 
were, view rates would likely be much higher than the best-performing element 
measured in the study based on observations made outside the study. 

In short, the way video is presented on the product detail page has an enormous impact on the 
overall success of video.  If your company is planning on investing in video production, you 
would do well by yourself to ensure your site design and merchandising teams were on board 
with featuring video prominently on the product detail page. 
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Featuring video as a visualization element below the product hero image averaged view rates of only 1.3%.  This implementation 
approach substantially negated the potential impact of video on product page performance (see example above). 

 

Macy’s shows video as the standard product view, defaulting over the product hero image.  Featuring video as a prominent element 
on the product detail page greatly outperforms video featured as a merchandising tool alone with regard to view rate.   
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Results 
 
Ultimately, the success or failure of any online merchandising and marketing effort can and 
should be measured on its results.  Video adoption is growing rapidly among online retailers, 
and early adopters are already seeing success: 

Ice.com experienced a 40% increase in conversion, 24% decrease in returns from video: 
http://bit.ly/Wqhou 
 
eBags.com showed a 50% - 138% increase in conversion rate using video: 
http://bit.ly/2QgVAN and http://bit.ly/UtkeT 
 
ShopNBC.com pronounced customers who watch video convert at 2X the rate of those who do 
not: 
http://bit.ly/LWZeD 
 
Circuit City measured a 12% increase in conversion rate on product pages with video: 
http://bit.ly/UeHvk 
 
OnlineGolf.co.uk saw an 88% average increase in conversion rate on product pages featuring 
video: 
http://bit.ly/4pMW89 
 
ShoeLine.com measured a 44% increase on product pages with video v. those without video: 
http://bit.ly/VUPJ0 
 
Pets United (e.g. dog.com, cat.com) saw a 50% increase in conversion rate attributed to video: 
http://bit.ly/rKMnY 
 
BBQGuys.com, 15% increase in conversion rate: 
http://bit.ly/3mQRik 
 
Skis.com, 19% increase in conversions w/video: 
http://bit.ly/66JEi 
 
EyeBuyDirect, 30% improvement in conversion rates: 
http://bit.ly/sAIBy 
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More Information 
 

For more information on the Fogg Behavior Model, visit 
http://www.behaviormodel.org.  For more information on BJ Fogg, visit 
http://www.bjfogg.com. 

For more information on the Video Commerce Consortium, visit 
http://www.video-commerce.org.   

Join the VCC to discuss video commerce with a community of peers and 
read cutting-edge best practices.  The VCC is a non-profit trade organization dedicated to 
advancing the use of online video in e-commerce.  It is the world’s largest community of online 
marketers, e-commerce professionals, and technologists dedicated to learning about and 
advancing the use of video in e-commerce. 

You may submit an application to join the VCC at www.video-commerce.org. 
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